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Introductiollr 
The purpose of this paper is to construct height pairings for algebraic cycles, 
generalizing the known cor:;truction for O-cycles and divisors. Let X be a smooth 
projective variety of dimension d defined over a number field k. For ps d, let 
M(X) (resp. AJX)) denote the group of algebraic cycles of codimension p (resp. 
dimension p) on X defined over k, cohomologous to 0 in @‘(Xk,Q,) (resp. 
H2d-2p) 9 taken modulo rational equivalence. We will be working with #‘(X)@Q, 
so questions of torsion will not arise and we may if we like consider rational 
equivalence on Xk. Ideally we would want a pairing 
Unfortunately, we need two additional hypotheses (which may be true universal!y, 
and which are in any case possible to verify in specific cases of interest): 
Assumption 1. X spreads out to a regular scheme X flat and proper over Sp /-A 
where QC k is the ring of integers. 
Given a geometric point p-+Sp Pk, let 
chp : K,(X), -+ @fJ2’(Wp), Q,) 
be the chern character. Let 4 be 2 geometric generic point. 
Assumption 2. Let a E &(X), and assume ch,(a) = 0. Then there exists N() E KO( 
lifting a suw that chp(ao) = 0 for all geometric points p of Sp Q. 
Note that this is an assumption only for the bad fibres. If we do not assume 2, 
we only get a pairing 
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.W’(X) x A, _ , (X)-+ R, 
where @CAP is the subgroup generated by classes which can be so lifted. 
The questIon of whether these two groups are equal is an interesting one, related 
to the question of whether algebraic homology and cohomology classes on a 
singular variety are dual. We have chosen to assume 2 since it is usually easy to 
check in practice, but the reader may choose not to, in which case he may simply 
replace AP(X) by P(X) wherever it occurs. Just as in the classical case, the global 
ht pairing can be written as a sum of local height pairings ( >” associated to the 
places (archimedean and non-archimedean) of k. Let, for K> k, P(X,) (resp. 
Z&Q)) denote the free abelian group on the irreducible subvarieties of XK of 
codimension (resp. dimension) p. Write k, for the completion of k at the place U. 
Then 
t 
Z . log N(v), if v n.a. good red., 
(. j. : (iP(X,) x zp _ ] (Xk))’ -+ Q l log N(v), if v n.a. bad red., 
R if v arch., 
when: the prime means we consider only pairs of cycles (a, b) with disjoint support 
t a lifts to a cycle on X whose restriction to the geometric losed fibre has 
I cohomology class. If the place v is archimedean, we must assume both a 
and b are trivial in the rational cohomology of the geometric fibre. 
Axioms for CwaO pairings. (A. 1) ( >,, is defined and bilinear, assuming cycles have 
disjoint support. 
(A.2) Let C’ be a correspondence on XX Y. Then assuming both sides defined 
(C*a,b),=(a,C,b), for aEZ*(X),beZ*(Y). 
(A.3) Assume YI is non-archimedean and the closures of a and b on X have disjoint 
support. Then (a, b), = 0. 
(A.4) ( ),, coincides with the local 
divisors. 
These axioms characterize ( jr, for v 
tion. We have further: 
(AS) (symmetry) (6., & = (b, a), for 
tings of both a m_i .+ are trivial on 
pairing defined by Neron for points and 
non-archimedean where X has good reduc- 
any v, assuming the cohomology classes of 
the geometric losed fibre. 
(8.6) If u is non-a: &nedean and good reduction for X, and if the closures of 
e supports of a and b meet properly on X, then (a, b), is the usual intersection 
umber (= ‘length of the formal sum of artinian schemes an b l log N(v)). 
e symmetry condition (AS) is actually quite interesting, particularly at the 
edean prhes. I am indebted to M. Nori for help in verifying it. Presumably 
holds at bad reduction primes. 
), b. E A,_ ](X), we choose (a, 6) E (Zp(X) x Zp _ ](X)), repre- 
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[k : Q] . (a, 6) = c (a, b),. 
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Theorem The above construction gives a well defined pairing 
( 
satisfying (i) 
(ii) ( ) is 
(C*a,b)=(a, 
): A’P(X)xAp_,(X)-+IR 
( ) coincides with the classical height pairing when p = d. 
functorial for correspondences, i.e. given C un X x Y, we have 
C,b). 
(iii) Vie web as a pairing 
( ):@ArP(X)x @A;(X)%, 
P Q 
the height pairing is symmetric. 
Note that (i) and (ii) determine ( > on the subgroup of cycles algebraically 
equivalent to 0. In [2] we have given an example (following work of B. Harris) of 
a cycle defined over Q homologically equivalent to 0 but non-torsion modulo 
algebraic equivalence. Such cycles appear to be linked to zeroes of L-functions, and 
the deepest aspect of the present report is the possibility of defining the height pair- 
ing on them. 
Deligne has formulated a general conjecture relating values of L-functions in the 
critical strip to certain ‘periods’ [4]. His conjecture is of the form: 
value of L-function = rational multiple of period 
and gives no information when the L-function vanishes. For the L-function 
associated to H’ of an abelian variety, Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer and Tats halve 
conjectured that for r = rank of Mordell-Weil group = rk A,(X), 
lim L(s)(s - 1)‘= {non-zero rational multiple of period} 
ZJC {discriminant of height pairing). 
It seems natural to combine the two conjectures. 
Conjecture. Assumptions 1 and 2 always hold, A”(X) is of finite rank r, the 1,eight 
pairing A p x A, ._ , -+ IR is non-degenerate with discriminant DF E P/Q*, and 
lim L(H’j’-- ‘, s)(s- p)- r = {non-zero rational multiple of Deligne period { 
\ -+p 
x II”. 
(Here L(s) denotes the L-function with the local factors at bad places rej?zOilYd.) 
This conjecture should be compared with the well known cGnjecture of Tate re- 
lating algebraic cycles to poles of L-functions associated to even-dimensional 
cohomology, as well as to an earlier conjecture of Swinnerton-Dyer [lo], [ 111. The 
example worked out in [2] provides some evidence. 
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L The l!m& ffibaatlon 
Recall that Quillen [9] has defined the notion of an exact category and has 
associated to any exact category C a category QC, the homotopy of whose classify- 
ing space BQC is defined to be the K-theory of C. We can view Q as a function from 
the category of exact categories to the category of categories. Since exact categories 
are additive, one has a functor C x C’s C, and hence 
Define K(C) to bc the homotopy fibre 
RC -+ ElQC x B&C Qco, BQC. 
mm t ,l e (i) RC has the same hornotopy type as t3QC. 
(ii) Direct Sumi induces an H-space structure on RC, 
(iii) Exchanging the two factors on BQC x BQC gives rise to an involution i ot1 
which is mulriplication by - t fur the H-space structure, 
C Es a connected N-space with addition map BQ( +I. In particular BQ( -I-) 
cW_x~ on homotopy. It f’ollows that the composition 
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R(CxC)-----+ 
ti, 
BQ(C x C) x BQ(C x C) e BQC x 0 
RC - BQ(Cx C) -- BQC 
The details are straightforward. 
To prove (iii), let d : RC + RC x RC be tl%e diagonal. We will exhibit a canonical 
homotopy h - pt., where h is the composite 
R&RCxRC 
Ixi (‘t) 
-RCxRC----+RC. 
We have 
RC== (BQC x BQC) x BQC’ 
&.J‘ 
where I = [O, I] and 
BQC’ = {f: ~-+BQC!f(O)= base point}. 
The map BQC ‘-+BQC is f -+f(l). 
A point in BC can be identified with a triple (x,, x2,f), x, E BQC, jk BQC’, such 
that j’(1) =x,@x~. Let s: CX C--X’ x C be the switch map. There is a canonical 
natural transformation 00 s-+ @ and hence a homotopy F: BQC x BQC x I-+ 
BQC such that &= @ and F, = @v. Note F&Y,, xl) is a path from _u,~~s~ to A. 
xz@x,. WC have 
i(x,, x2,.f‘) = (x2, x, ,f&j, x2) *f> (* = composition of paths). 
Now 
@o(l Xi)“d(x,,X~,f)= @ql Xi)((S,,S2,f),(.Y,,S~,f)) 
Define G : KC x I -=-d?C by 
Thus G is the desired hotnotopy, proving (iii). : 1 
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Let w : X -+ S be a projective morphism of noetherian schemes. Let PX be the 
category of Ilocally free coherent Ox-modules, and let Coh S be the category of co- 
herent O.T-modules. Given a finite set T of coherent Ox-modules, let PTX c PX be 
the full sub~ategor~~ with objects all locally free sheaves E such that R’w,(E@t) = 
(0) for all P E T and all i ~0~ By a result of Quillen 
BQ?TX-BQPX, soRPTX-RPX. 
Let F’ be a bounded complex of coherent sheaves. Write Fe” and Fadd for the 
direct sums of the components of F’ of even and odd degrees, respectively, and let 
T be a finite set of coherent sheaves on X including all the F”. We define Fibre(F’) 
to be the homotopy fibre of the map p(F): RPrX-+R Coh S, where p(F) is the 
c~mposit ion 
Were ( - ) = 
RP$ 
)c’*[ (@Pc”,@Fadd) 6-J 
)RCohSxRCohS- R Cob S. 
@JO (1 x i), We have a fibration 
Fibre(F’ )-+ RPTX -+ R Coh S. (1.2.1) 
ote that up to canonical homotopy equivalence, Fibre (F’ ) is independent of T. 
Assume now that X is regular, and let CohT XC Coh X be the full subcategory 
of coherent sheaves E such that tori (E, t) = (0) and (0) = R’ w,(E@ I) for all i > 0 
and all t e T. One has RPTX- R Cohr X and hence a fibration up to canonical 
homotopy equivalence 
Fibre(F’ )-+ R Cohz X ‘(” ) -RCohS. (1.2.2) 
Proposition 1.3. Lez O-+F” -,F’ +F”’ -4 be an exact sequence of bounded com- 
pieces of coherent sheaves. Then there is a homotopy 
L:RP,XxI-+RCohX 
wch that LO=p(F) and L, =p(F’@F”). Moreover L is canonical up to homotopy 
relative to (i.e. leaving fixed) RPTX x (0,l) . 
H-W. One easily reduces to showing that the maps 
@F and @(F’@F”) : RP,X-+R Coh X 
are canonically homotopic, where 0-F’ -+F +F’ +O is an exact sequence of 
or C an exact category, let EC be the exact category of short exact sequences 
in C (cf. [ 19)). The mappings 
(,w--+M-tM”)-(M’,M’)-(M’+M’@M”+M”) 
QECA QC x QC 
s 
and ()uillcn shows that the fib-es of k are contractible. From the diagram ot 
fibrat ions 
REC _I__+ QEC x QEC-* --3 QEC 
RCxRC --__I__) QC 4 ------+QCxQC 
it follows that the fibres of REC -% RC x RC are also contractible. 
1 am indebted to P, May for help with the fdowing: 
Construction. Let X be a connected homotopy ussociative H-spu?~. .+!ssumc~ 
given a homotopy H, : (xl @x2)@x3 -x1 @(x2@x3), as well as i : X -+X and 
Hz : x@~(x) - pt. Let f : X+X and assume f is a homotopy eqnivaknce, f’ = f9 
ji=k$ Then there exists a homotopy G : X x I-+X such that GO = identit_v arid 
G, =J G is canonically defined up to homotopy rel X x {O, 11. 
Proof. Consider the diagram (Ff = homotopy fibre) 
id@if 
The homotopy Hz and the equation f’ =f give a lifting h as indicated. Since FI is 
contractible we get a homotopy J : id@if - pt. Moreover, J is canonical up to 
homotopy rel X x (0, 1). We have the following string of homotopies 
f-pt.@f - (id@if)@f -id@(if@f)-id\Bpt. --id. 
J(t)1 fi, ct. 
Apply the construction with X = REC and f =gk. NOW take C = cob X and Icok 
;crt mappings 
RPTX -% RE Coh X A R Coh X, 
OF’ + @F”)-)P@F. 
We have finally a canonical homotopy ba - bfa 
i] 
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Remark. The astute reader will be led to inquire whether the homotopy we have con- 
;tructed depends on the extension 
O-+F’-+F4?*+0. 
Up to homotopy, in fact, it does not. If al : RPTX-+RE @oh X comes from a se- 
cond such extension, then f* a =f * al, so there exists a homotopy 
K:RPTXxI-+RECohX, &=a, KI =al. 
The desired homotopy (of homotopies) is gillen by 
id x K 
JxRPTXxI ---+ixRECohX-+RCohX. 
C~rsllasy 1.4. Let H’ (F’ ) be the complex (with 0 differentials) whose entries are the 
cohomology sheaves of F”. Then there is a canonical homotopy equivalence 
Fibre(F’ ) - Fibre(H’ (F’ )). 
We turn now to the fibrations 
Fibre(F’ ) --+ RPTX ----+ R Coh S, 
Fibre(F’ )-+ R CohT X. P(F’ --RCohS (assuming X regular). 
ote these are functorial with respect o flat base change S-6. 
Proposition 1.5. Let X -+S = Sp R be Q proper morphism of schemes, where R is a 
regt;ku local ring with quotient field of characteristic 0. Assume the geometric 
generic fibre Xp of X/S is smooth Qnd that the chern character ch(F; ) = ch(F,e”) - 
ch(F,Odd) is trivial in &tale cohomology with Q-coefficients. Then 
p(F):K,(X)+G1(R)=R* 
has torsion imuge. (Note KI (X) = ni+ l (RPX), G1 (S) = ni+ 1 (R Coh S).) 
Proof. By base change we reduce easily to the case R = C. We now use the existence 
of chern classes with values in Deligne cohomology [5] 9 and [ 11. Consider the com- 
Dlexes of analytic sheaves on X 
O<mldimX+ 1. 
+A%ite DPpq = WP(X, (4)). Then @Dp*q(X) is a bigraded ring [5], [12] and there 
m-e chern &aracter maps 
ch : K,(X),-, @D7m-r*m(X)Q. 
m 
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One also has a Riemann-Roth theorem, so the diagram 
4 (x) 
Todd(X) -ch( -) 
bOD + 2m- ‘*“(X), 
commutes, where Todd(X) E K&Q is 
theory, and w* is the natural map on 
the Todd class, wI is the direct image in K- 
and zero on the other factors. 
There are exact sequences 
Let Jpvq = Image(a). Note Jpy q is divisible, and if ps2q - 1, then Image(d) is 
torsion, 
Lemma 1~5. J= @Jpwq is a square-zero ideal in @ DpT 
Proof. The product structure is induced from a product on complexes 
D(p) x D(q)-+D(p+ q) which fits in a diagram 
mP)omq) - @p+q) 
By Hodge theory the map H*(X,C)-+H*(X, P-+~-+Q~-‘) is surjective, so 
d: H*(X, c-+*.. +Qq- ‘)-+H*(X, Qq[ 1 - qlclosed) is zero. The lemma follows. -7 
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For the proof of 1.5, consider the 
K,(X) - or-f 
2m - 
s. Blocll 
commutative diagram 
l(x, D(mjjQ = 0J2nl-’ iTp.Q 
I 
. ch(F’ ) 
OH 2rn - ’ (x, D(m))(Q 
I 
W* 
By hypothesis, ch([f;ev] - [Fodd J) E&, so the proposition follows from 1.6. 
Remark 1.7, A similar but easier argument shows that p(F): Ko(X)-+Ko(S) is the 
zero map when S = Sp R, R local and ch(F,‘,) = 0. Here Fgi is the geometric generic 
fibre of F’. 
Write 
E(F’, R) = Lc(F’, S) = zl(Fibre(F’))Q 
when S= Sp R. With hypotheses as above, we obtain the exact sequence 
O+R$+E(F’,R)-+K,(X),+O. (la 
Let Y-+X be a proper morphism and assume the support of H*(F) is disjoint 
from f( Y). Assuming X is a regular scheme, we have for suitable T, T’ 
R cohT. Y 
and the diagonal arrow is canonically -pt. It follows that f* lifts to a well defined 
map into the fibre 
Fibre(F’ ) 
9 
kRCoh,X 
/” 
f* 
\ / 
f* 
R Cob,. X 
(1.8.1) 
In particul,ar if Y = C niq is a cycle on X with support disjoint from Supp H*( 
S) lifting the usual class in K,(X). 
uestion of functoriality. Let X and Y be regular schemes 
rejective over S and suppose given 
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r 
A 4 P 
Y x 
with p and q proper. Assume F’ is transverse to p, i.e. Lp*F’ =P*F’ and that 
Riq*(p*F”) =0 for all n and all i>O. By the projection formula, for suitable T the 
diagra,ms 
OE WI 
RP X -RCoh T T X-RCohS 
RCohS 
RCohS 
commute up to natural homotopy (E= Fe” or Fodd), so writing 
&=p!q* and r*=q!p* 
we get a commutative diagram of fibrations (for suitable T, T’) 
Fibre(F’ ) -RP X 
P@’ 1 
T -RCohS 
4 
r* 
I 2. - 
RCohX 
I r* 
I 
____+ RPTIY 
PU-*W’ )I 
-RCohS 
(1.9) 
Assuming S = Sp R with R regular local with quotient field of characteristic 0 and 
)= 0 in Q-cohomology on the geometric generic fibre, we gzt a map of exact 
sequences 
S. Bloch 
O- R;------+ EW, R) - KO(X)Q - 0 
(1.10) 
A 
0 ---No”-----+ Q E(T*F, R) - Ko(Y),-0 
similar discussion for F a complex on Y transversal to q and satisfying 
R $*(q*F”) = 0 for ah n and all i > 0 gives 
0 -R’- Q E(T,F’, R) - KO(X)Q -0 
(1.11) 
oi,- R 6- E(F’, R) --- K,(X),, - 0 
When X i,s projective over S, the annoying hypothesis R ’ q*( p *F”) = 0 can be 
satisfied by embedding F’ GF’ a&(N) for N*O via a general hypersurface sec- 
tion and working by induction on dim Supp H*(F’), using 1.3. 
Assume finally that X is smooth and projective of dimension n over a field k and 
that codim supp H*(F) = n -p + 1. Let FpKo(X) denote the subgroup generated by 
coherent sheaves with supports of codimension zp. Let FpE(F, k) C E(F, k) be the 
subgroup of elements mapping to FpKo(X),,. 
Proposition 1.12. For r > 0 there is a natural lifting of the inclusion FP+‘Ko(X) c 
FpKo(X) to a map FP+‘Ko(X)-+FPE(F,k). 
Prssf. By downward induction on r, we may assume we have such a map on 
Fp”” ‘K,(X) Factoring by its image, our problem becomes to define a map . 
CHP+‘(X)=Fp+‘Ko(X)/FP+‘+l+FpE~‘,k)/Fp+’+lKo(_Y). 
Here Cl-i*(X) denotes the Chow group of cycles mo&rlo rational equivalence. We 
efine the map on generators by choosing cycles that do not meet supp H*(F) and 
using (1.8-l). Since r >O, if two such cycles are rationally equivalent, we can choose 
quivalence to be parametrized by P’ and (by general position) to not 
(F’). From the above discussion of functoriality, it follows that the 
image of the cycle is independent of the equivalence class. Cl 
actoring by the image of Fp+’ yields an extension 
l , k; p)+CHP(X),-+O (1.13) 
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2. Local height pairings at non-archimedean primes 
In this section k will be a non-archimedean characteristic 0 local fieid -with valua- 
tion ring P = Q. X will denote a regular scheme projective and flat over S = Sp 4~. 
We write s for the closed point of S and g for the generic point (resp. g and s for 
the corresponding eometric points.) Let F’ be a complex of coherent sheaves on 
X such that ch(F’)=O in H*(X@),Q). 
For simplicity we write KX = R&-X for some suitable T and GX = R CohTX. 
Consider the diagram of fibrations (defining M) 
M - GX(s) - G(s) 
- KX 
I I p(F’) I 
Fibre(F,) - KX I3 g G(g) 
Proposition 2.1. With hypotheses as above, the map GO(X(s))+Go(s) = Z is zero. 
Proof. Let A.(X(s)) be the (Fulton) chow group of the fibre. Applying the 
Riemann-Roth theorem of Baum, Fulton, and MacPherson [131, it suffices to note 
that the composition 
A l W))Q --+A.(X(s)), -+Q 
is zero. This is true by our hypothesis that ch(F) 1 X(s) is trivial in etale 
cohomology. El 
We now have a diagram 
o------b p*------+ 
Q E(F’, 6’) -A K,(X), -0 
I- 
, I 
0 --kc ----i E(F,,k) -- KO(X,)\L, +O 
Note that r is surjective because X is regular, and ker(t)+ker(r) by 2.1. It follows 
that coker(t) = (k*/D*)Q = Q. 
We have proven 
The valuation map u : k* -+Z extends canonically to a map 
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O* : E(E k)-+Q, and ker(v’) = Image(E(F, P)-+E(F, k)). 
The following variant on this argument is useful. Let FpKO(X) (resp. Fp(KO(X,>, 
(S(s))) denote the subgroup generated by coherent sheaves with supports of 
cociimension 2 p. The sequence 
east after tensoring with Q (use Riemann-Roth). Let FPE(F’, k)c 
e subgroup of elements mapping to FpKO(Xp)o c KO(Xg)Q. The above 
~~~~~~i~j~n 2.2.1. Assume ch(F) 1 X(s) vanishes in Q-cohomology in degrees 
s 2n .- 2p + 2. Then the valuation map v extends canonically to a map v- : FpE(F’, k) 
Note that when W-V _ WI 
becomes merely a 
codimension supp(H*(F’ )) = n -p + 1, the chern class condition 
condition on the cycle Z(H*(F l )) associated to H*(F’ ). 
ematk 2.3. To define the exact sequence (1.8) it is not necessary to tensor with Q; 
one need only kill the torsion in R *. It follows that the image of v- on z](Fibre(F)) 
lies in Z. 
Let G, be a coherent sheaf on Xp with support disjoint from supp H*(Fi), and 
assume the chern character of H*(F’) is trivial in the Q-cohomology of the geo- 
metric special fibre as above. Using (1.9) we may define [G,] e ~r~(Fibre(F’)), and 
IG,, F’)L, = V'[G,] EZ. (2.4) 
This, essentially, is the local height pairing, though we will need to make a number 
of ‘improvements’. For one thing, we want a pairing on cycles, not sheaves; for 
another it is not at all clear the pairing as defined depends only on Fi and is sym- 
metric in I;; and G;. Finally, it seems odd the pairing takes values in 22. Even in the 
case of points and divisors the local pairings are Q-valued at bad reduckion places. 
This last point is explained by the necessity of having ch(F’ ) 1 X(s) = 0. Given a com- 
e generic fibre with trivial chern character on the geometric generic 
may not be possible to lift to F’ with ch(F’) trivial on the geometric special 
ven when X is a family of curves, the fact that the intersection pairing on 
the components of the bad fibre is not a perfect pairing over Z introduces a torsion 
obstruction. 
2.5. Assume supp H*(F’) does not meet the closure of supp G, in X. 
* >I, = 0. 
., (7) C ker(u - ). 
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Proposition 2.6. Let X = P’ and suppose H”“(F’ ) = structure sheaf of O-section and 
Hodd(F) = structure sheaf of oo-section of P’ over S. Assume Gi and G,” are struc- 
ture sheaves of zero cycies of the same degree disjoint from 0 and 00, and let f be 
a rational function on P’ such that (f) = Cl; - Gi (identifying O-cycles with their 
structure sheaves). Then 
[G;, F’ >o =[G,“, F’>” + o(f(o)/f(oo)). 
Proof. By linearity one reduces to the case GL= ((iqR, Gi= +, where a’ and a” are 
closed points of P*. Then 
The calculation we want can be reinterpreted in terms of relative K-theory via the 
commutative diagram (cf. [3]) 
0 * w;t; 
where N(xO, x,) =x0x,’ E k(g);. 
+ W’, k) -K,W’) -0 
Thus it suffices to calculate the classes of a’ and a“ in &(P’, (0, m}). We have 
KoW)) X &((a”)) 3 (a’) - (a”) = 0 
I 
~l(~lk-----+ Kl WN x K, ((4) -&(C (9 m>, 
) 1 
Kc@ 1 
I I I 
KC’ - (a’,a”})~Kl((O))xKl((~))-t~,(IP’ - (a’,a”>, {0, oo))--+~~(~' - (a’,a’l)) 
Note that a generator of (K,((O)) x K,((t=))/K,(P’) maps to the class of (a’) - (a”) 
in K,F”, (0, a}) and K#” - {af,a”})/K1(P1) is generated by f. The assertion of 
the proposition follows. a 
Proposition 2.8. Suppose given an e,xact sequence of complexes O-, F” -+ F’ -+ F”’ -4. 
Assume ch(F” ) = ch( “’ ) = 0 in the Q-cohomology of the speL*ial fihre, 
and assume supp(G,) is disjoint from the support of the cohomologies. Then 
y 1.3 we may assume “*) is the homotopy fibre 
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of the composed map 
KXd-KXxKX 
( PW” )v PW’ 1) 0 
~GSxGS--GS 
Let 2 (resp. Z’(g)) be the homotopy fibre of (&F” ),p(F"* )) (resp. of the correspon- 
ding map over g. We get a diagram 
0 -- kaf -E(F” OF”’ ) ‘K,(mQ------+o 
o----- +k,$xk$----+ 
6- kGxk$----+ E(F”)xE’(F”‘)- KOW), x ~0(ay---+0 
and a class D E nl(QQ mapping to [G,] in E(F” ), E(F”’ ), and E(F” OF”’ ). The 
assertion fosllows by factoring out the corresponding roups over S. cl 
Proposition 2.9. Let n = dim Xs. If dim supp H*(F’ ) + dim supp G, s n - 1, then 
[G,, F’ )(, = 0. 
Proof. Let Y = supp 6;,. We view our pairing as a map m : Go( Y)+Z. By induction 
we may assume m is zero on FIGo( Y), so we may think of m as a map on the 
cycles of maximal dimension supported on Y; m: Z(Y)+!. Also, if a cycle of 
dimension = dim Y is of the form r*((O) - (00)) for a correspondence r from P’ to 
X3 then 
&4(O) - W), F’ ) = [CO) - (4, r*F’ ) = 0 
’ ) = 0 by reason of dimension. 
Writing d=dim Y we get m: CH&&-+Z, where CHd is the Chow group of 
cycles module rational equivalence. To show m = 0 we may tensor w..th Q and then 
use resuhs of (141 to reduce to showing m(c,, _&E)) = 0 where E is a vector bundle 
chern class. Since K,(X) maps onto Ko(X,) we may further sup- 
for a vector bundle A?? on X. Finally we may assume I?@ 
Ox(-- 1) is generated by its global sections and H’(X, I?) = 0. Standard general 
sition argumenes applied to a general realization of 
X(s)) does not meet supp ) = (0) we can lift this cycle 
)t and [c”__~(@,F’),=O by 2.5. This completes the proof of 2.9. 0 
ence of 2.9 we see that if dim supp 
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iqx,,- -+z (2.9.1) 
where 2’ &r\oks the free abelian group of cycles of codimension r on Xg, and the 
tilde means ~~4~s with support disjoint from supp H*(F,). 
Propositia~ J .T.Mh Let Y be a regular scheme, flat and proper over S, and let r be 
a correspw&w:.~ on Y x X. 
(i) If F ’ A ~2 wmplex on X and G, a coherent sheaf on Yg, then 
;4.;, , i’” : (F’ D, = KG,), F’ >o 
assuming r”: u%: q;l‘des are defined. 
(ii) If F’ k G complex on Y and G, a coherent sheaf on Xp, then 
S,, L(F’ )), = II-*( F’ )“, 
assuming botia sides are defined. 
Proof. Using 1.3 and 2.8 we may assume the terms of F’ are transverse to r, and 
R’q,fp*F) = (0) for i>O (resp. Rip,(q*F) = (0)). Here p: T-+X and q : r-+ Y are 
the projections. It now suffices to apply (1.10) and (1.11). 0 
If G’ is a botinded complex of coherent sheaves on X such that the support of 
H*(Gi) is disjoint from supp H*(Fi), then we extend the definiton of the local 
height pairing by 
[G,,F’),= 1 (-l)‘[H’(G,),F’),. 
Proposition 2.11. With nota&ion as above, let F’ and G’ be two bounded complexes 
of coherent sheaves on X. Assume the supports of H*(F,) and H*(C,) are disjoint 
of dimensions d and n -d - 1, and that 
ch(F’ 1 X(s)) = ch(G’ 1 X(s)) = 0 
in Q-cohomology of the geometric closed fibre. Then 
Proof. If the supports of l ) are disjoint, then both sides are zero 
by 2.5. By 2.7 and the Weil reciprocity law, the assertion is true for X= P’. If 6’ 
comes via correspondence from IP’, i.e. G’ = r*( 
’ )), = [P(F’ &, 
emma 2.11.1. With notation as abor?e, if Supp ) C X(s), then [ 
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ProaL We may replace F by H*(F) (with 0 differentials) and assume F is supported 
on X(5). The composition K(X) JJ(~’ )1 G(S) --+ G(g) is then the map to a point, so 
’ ) Iifts to K(X)+G(s). Now G(s) is a delooping of BG ‘JF,)’ for a finite field 
so the space G(s) tensored with Q is contractible. H ,nce the map p(F' )@Q is 
motopic to a point map in the fibre over G(g). This gives a section K(X)@Q -+ 
Fibre(F’ ) compatible with the natural section K(X,)--+Fibre(F~) which arises 
cause IFi is acyclic. In particular for any closed YC X, one has 
- MX,)OQ - Fibre(F,) @ Q 
S&a the left hand vertical arrow is surjective on nl ( = G&$Q) we see that the local &--s-r* _I-_ 
height [Gi, F’J1 is zero for Gi supported on Ys. This proves the lemma. q 
eturning to the proof of 2.11, we see that if F’ and F” are complexes uch that 
, then assuming both satisfy the chern character condition, we have 
[G;, F&, = [G;, F” )“. (2.12) 
indeed aftt:r multiplying by a suitable power of a uniformizing parameter we may 
extend the above isomorphism to a map F’ +F”. By 2.11.1 the height pairing of 
GLz with the mapping cone of f is zero. In particular, replacing F’ by H*(F) and 
disgarding lcomponents supported on X(s) we may assume H*(F’) is flat over S. 
By 2.2.1 v the local height pairings [Gi, F' ) and [Fi, G' ) depend oniy on tae cycle 
Z associated to H*(G’ ). By resolving He’(Gw ) and Hodd(G* ) using bundles of the 
form O(Ni) at all but the last step and twisting by &(N) for NM) (which 
doesn’t change Z) we can write (cf. [6]) for some integer I’ # 0 
where Z, comes by correspondence I-’ from (0)- (00) on IP’ and doesn’t 
l ), and Zz and Z3 are sufficiently general (d+ 1))-st chern 
bundles E2 and E3 on X such that Ei@Ox(-1) is generated 
Sufficiently general in this case should mean that 
are disjoint. Note this is possible because flatness 
*(F’ ) implies dim s 
r l - ) = [ZI,. F’ ) + [zzs 
lletes t roof of 2.1%. Ll 
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We are now justified in changing notation slightly. Let 
( )“: @(z’(Xs)0xz’~-‘+‘(X~)0)‘4R 
F 
(where the prime denotes disjoint support and the superscript 0 means that the 
cohomology class of the closure of the cycle plus some cycle supported on the closed 
fibre is trivial in the cohomology of the geometric closed fibre) be defined by 
(A, B), = - [F’, G' ), l log N(v) (2:13) 
where F’ and G’ are complexes with Z(H*(F’ )) = A + (cycle on closed fibre) 
and Z(H*(G’ )) = B+ (cycle on closed fibre) and ch(F’ ) = ch(G’ ) = 0 in the Q- 
cohomology of the geometric losed fibre. 
Let [ 1, be another pairing defined on cycles as in (2.12), except that we need 
only suppose [A, B],, defined when the closures of the supports c-f A and B meet 
transversally. Assume [ 1, is functorial for correspondences and [ 1, = ( >,, for 
X= IP’. Then we easily see the map B-+4, B)- [A, B] extends to a map 
r??A : CH”-‘+l(Xs)-Q. If, moreover, [A, B] =0 when the closures of the supports 
of A and B are disjoint, we see that mA = 0. The argument is as before; we realize 
a cycle rationally equivalent o a multiple of B plus a linear space section as the 
chern class of a vector bundle on X, which we then restrict to supp .4. By general 
position arguments, the chern class of the restriction will be 0. As a consequence, 
we have: 
Proposition 2.14. If the closures A” and B’ of A and B in X meet transversally, 
ihen -(A, B)=A’m B’logN(v). 
3. Local heighi$ pairings at archimedean primes 
It is convenient at the archimedean primes to introduce an extension involving 
Deligne cohomology. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over the 
complex numbers. We consider the complexes D(d), introduced in Section 1, the 
derived complexes Rr(X, d)), and the Eilenberg-Mac K(n, n) spaces 
K(RT(X, D(d)), 26). For z E (X) we write ch(z) E @H2n(X, )c for the chern 
character in Del&e cohomology. Multiplication by cl-,:z) gives a map in the derived 
category 
(r))-+ n RT(X, 
Since dim X= n, there is a trace map 
(m))[-2n] -+ RT(Sp C, 
To see this note that (r) is the mapping cone of 
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Since tht trace map on de Rham cohomology is compatible with the Hodgc filtra- 
tion up to a shift of degree n, we get the desired map. One checks easily that the 
trace induces an isomorphism 
W’“+‘(X,D(n t 1)) *H’(Sp C,D(l))=C*. 
The chern character gives a map of spaces 
ch : KX -+ @ K(RT(X, D(m)), 2m) 
m 
and the diagram 
KX 
Todd(X) - ch 
) MWX, D(m))Q, 2m) 
I tr 
ch K(!Sp C) 5 n K(Rr(Sp C, D(m)Q, 2m) = K(Q, 0) x K(C& 1) 
commutes. Let q(z) = tr 0 multiplication by ch(z), viewed as a map 
fl K(RT(X D(m)), 2m)+ n K(Rr(Sp C, D(m)), 2m) 
and let G(z) b’e the homotopy fibre. We get a map of fibrations 
Eibre(F’ ) ,KX 
W’ ) 
-+ K(SP a=) 
I Todd(X) - ch I ch 
W) - n K(RT(X, D(m)), 2m) 40 K(Z, 0) x K(C& 1) 
where F is a complex of coherent sheaves on X and z = ch(F’ ) E Ko(X). When the 
ch.ern character applied to z is 0 in Q-cohomology, we have seen (1 S) that 
IT I(q(z)) = 0 mod torsion, so we get a diagram of extensions 
O- a=$ - E(F, C), - KO(XC)Q -- 0 
O-C * cd 
We now assume X defined over I?. The complex 
I (3.1) 
@D2”*“(X), - 0 
(m) is defined by 
B(m)-+ P,(m - l)-+Q~(m - 1)+~=+52~-‘(m - 1) 
A(a) means that the action of the real involution on A is mult_plied by (- 1)‘. 
olatisn the cycle class map 
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is compatible with the real involution. We define 
RPq Q(X,) = RP*Q(X,) + (invariants for the involution). 
Note DSpJ 1) is h(l)--%, so the real involution on Dr9 ‘(Sp C) = C* is the natural 
conjugation. We obtain an exact sequence of invariants 
O+IR~-,~o(G(z))~+ @R2n7pm(XR)Q+0. 
Suppose further that ch(z) E Brrd H2’(X, D(r)). Then q(z) is canonically 
homotopic to zero on K(IpT(X, D(m)), 2m) for m 2 n - d + 2, so we can lift to a map 
r(z) : fl K(RT(X, D(m)), 2m)-*G(z). 
mzn-d+2 
(3.1.1) 
Factorizing out the image of n&(z)) gives 
O-+C~ -+ 7ro(G(z))/Im(r(z))-+ @ D2mvm(Xc)+0, 
msn-d+ 1 
O=-+R~-+{rrO(G(z))/lm(r(z))}+-+ @ R2"~"(XR)-+0. 
mm-dt I 
Finally, write Jp = Jp*p in the notation of 1 A and pull back these extensions along 
the inclusion 
J;;-d+l(Q=)CH 2(n-d+ “(Xc, D(n - d+ 1)) C @ Hzp(Xc, D(p)) 
psn-dt I 
(resp. the analogous inclusion for J~md+‘(R)) to get for k = IR, C 
O_,k*i: Jn-d+’ 
Q x (~&-pJ;-~+l(f:)~*O. 
This defines the groups Jimd+l(z, k)Q and we have maps 
O-‘k;+Fn-d+ ‘E(F, k)~~Fn-d+l&(X)$~O, 
O+k*-,J”-d+ 1 (z, k)Q*J;-d+ l(k),+0 Q 
(3.2) 
where Fnedtl &(X) denotes the filtration by codimension of support, and the 
superscript 0 on the right indicates elements whose chern class is trivial in 
H2(n-dt ‘)(X Q) The bottom extension depends only on ch(z)d E J$(k)9 (recall we . 
are assuming ch(z)d = 0 in H2d(X, Q)). 
The bottom sequence in (3.2) arises from a sequence of abelian lie groups (exact 
up to tor:ion) tensoring with Q, so it makes sense to factor out by the Q-span of 
the maximal compact subgroup. More concretely, we can write Ji-” ‘- ‘(z, k), for 
k = IR or C in a canonical way as V/W where V is an R-vector space and I+’ is a Q- 
vector subspace such that icy@ R c V. The image of the maximal compact subgroup 
is (W@?)/W. Since Jgmdt ‘(k) is compact, we get (e = 1 for k = IR, E = 2 for k = C): 
RL_, 
Ebzl I 
k*/(max. compact) 2 J,Fdd+ ‘(z, k),J(mas. compact) 
and hence a natural map 
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JX n-d+‘(~k)Q-4? 
extending the map E log 1 1 on k*. 
(3.3) : 
Suppose zf= [F’ ] with F’ a complex of coherent sheaves uch that supp H*(F’ ) has _ 
imensionzd. Let G’ be another such complex with supp H*(G* ) of co- i 
dimensionr n - d+ 1. Assume supp H*(F’ ) and supp H*(G) are disjoint and f 
thp' ) =ch(G’ ) =0 in H*(X, Q). We define [GO., F’ )U (where k, = II? or C) to be the j 
image of [H*(G’)) under the map 
c61(swp H*(G’ 1) xFn-d+ ‘E(F’, k,)*a J;-d+ ‘([F’], k,)o_ m . . 
Lemma 3.5. 1J codim supp H*(F’ ) -i- codim H*‘(G) 2 n + 2, then [G”, F’ )” = 0. 
Proof. Let d = codim supp H*(F’ ). It suffices to note that the diagram 
F;ibre(F’ )+----- G(supp H*(G’ )) - KX 
I I 
G(F’) r(F’) (3.1.1) 
l @ D2m9m(X) 
mrn-d+2 
is commutative. Cl 
Aw a consequence of the lemma, the local height pairing gives a pairing 
( ),:(Zd(x)oXZn-d+1(X)o)‘-4? (3.6) 
here the superscript 0 indicates cycles torsion homologous to 0, and the prime 
means disjoint supports. 
Our objectjire now is to give a more explicit formula for the archimedean height 
pairing and to prove that it is symmetric. Let A and B be algebraic cycles on XC 
(the height pairing on XR comes via base extension from that of XC). Assume A 
and B are homologous to 0 of codimensions d an n - d + 1 respectivel;r. There is an 
exact sequence of cohomology with compact support 
ere tB;= supp B. The class of B in Hzd_ 2( 1 B I, Z( 1 - d)) dualizes to give a map 
of Hedge structures Hwe2 (I BI)-+H(l -4). Since B is homologous to 0, the com- 
posed map Nwe2 (X)-+Z(l 4) is zero. Also H2d-1(IBI)=0, so we can push out 
to an extension of Hedge structures 
-+Q(l -d)+E(B)+Hw-‘(X)-+0 (defining E(B)). 
d looking at the corresponding sequence of intermediate jaco- 
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To compute [A] E J;(B), let X’ be obtained from X by blowing up lB 1, so 
X’>X- 1 BI as the complement of a union of smooth divisors with normal cross- 
ings. Let @(log) denote the complex of holomorphic differntial forms on X’ with 
logarithmic poles on X’- (X - IB 1) and let PG&(log) be the ‘stupid’ filtration 
(3.7) 
Then H*(X’, FW~~(log>) =FPH*(X - I B I-43). 
Since A is homologous to 0 and Hz,,_Zd(X- IB l)c*H2,_ Zd(X), we can write 
A = as with S supported in X- j B I. S is well defined modulo Hzn __ ?d+ 1(X- 1 B i, Z) 
and so the map 
1 
(275i)d- * 
\ 
: p-d+ lHh-.i?d+ 1 
w- Iq,a+~ 
.S 
gives a well defined cycle class 
[A] E {p-d+lHh-2d+l (X- lBl,C(n-d+ I))}*/H2n__zd+1(X- IBi,Z(&-n)) 
=Hzd-l(X- IB/,C(d-l))/(Fd+H:d-l(X- lBj,Z(d))+J;(B,C). 
TO compute the height paking we must compute the image of [A] in Jz(B,C)/ 
(max. camp.). Since H2n-2d+*(X,C)=Fn-d+1@~n-d+1, the exact sequence 
H2n-2d+1(X)(n-d+ 1)-+H2n-2d+1(X- IBl)(n-d-t 1) 
-+Hid.-2(IB!)(l -d)-+H27-2di’(X)(n - d+ 1) 
shows there exists a unique line in Fn-d’1H2n-‘d+1(X- iB/,C(n-d+ 1)) stable I_- 
under conjugation and containing a (unique) class [ WB] such that [ W,] = [M/h] 
(note that conjugation here is (- l)n-d+ ’ times the usual conjugation in C) and 
a[ IV”] = [B] E H2d_2( 1B1, i?(l -d)). Represent [ WB] by a differential form We on 
X’oftype(n-d+l,n-d)+*** + (2n - 2d + 1,O) with logarithmic poles over f B j . By 
the degeneration of the spectral sequence 
EP~9=H9(X’,Q~~(log))*HP+9(X- lBl,Q 
1 
at El, we see that IVB is canonical up to a form de, where e is of type (n - d+ 1, 
n-d-l)+.*. + (2n - 26,O). In particular, the real part 
Re(2zi)d-n W, (3.8) 
is well defined up to a form d((e+ ~)/2) for e as above. 
Since [kt/,] =(-1) - * d’ ‘[I&], Re(2zi)d-n W,= duR for a real 2n - 2d form 11~. 
Note ug is well defined up to a closed form plus a form show Hodge decomposi- 
tion on X- I B I has no piece of type (n -- d, n - d). Since A is an algebraic cycle of 
dimension n-d which is homologous to zero, the expression 
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ttB = Re(2#- ’ wB = Re 
I 
(27# n wB (3.9) 
ts 
is defined. 
Consider for example the case X= IP’, A = (f), B = (g). We can take wB = dg/g, 
g I 9 KfX khJ = log I gt(f 1) I l I- O see that (3.9) coincides with the height 
pairing as previously defined, we shall assume (as mentioned in the introduction) 
that the image of A in J:(B) under the map 
GO( 1 A I)-+ FdE(B, C)-, J;(B) 
coincides with (2ni)” -d 1, as defined above. The only thing that needs to be shown 
is that the diagram below commutes (r = 2n - 2d+ 1): 
~0/1M,(IBI,~(l))--+ R-d+lHr(X- lBI,C(n-d+ l))*/H’(X- lBI,Z(n-d)) 
fevaluation on B 
,I 
Re( wB,. > 
CAz( 1) m 
This follows from a wB = (B]. 
Finally, we will show 
Propositioni 3.10. With notation as above, [A, B), = [B, A),. 
Proof. Note that [ WB ] E H 2n-M+1(X- lBl,C(n-d+ 1)) is characterized by the 
three properties (i) [ W,l E Fried+‘‘’ (ii) a[IvB] = [B]; (iii) [ WB] = [We], i.e. [ W,l = 
(-l)f+d+l [ f#f9]. Let A CX x X be the diagonal. Integration over B in the second 
factor induces a map (commuting with differentiation) 
F”~~,x(:ogd)~F~-d+l~~(logIBI) (3.10.1) 
where the left hand side is the space of global Cm-forms b on (X x X)’ =X x X with 
the diagonal blown up, such that b has only logarithmic poles along the blow up. 
In other words, if t 1, . . . , t2n are local coordinates at a point, with the blow up of the 
diagonal locally defined by t, = 0, then locally b = b’+ cl\dti /t, where b’ and c are 
C”. The description of the right hand side is similar. 
Let b be a closed form of type (n, n) representing [A] E H*“(XX X, Z(n)). Thus 
[b] is the image of a class in the algebraic de Rham cohomology, and we may assume 
(2ni)“h is real. Write 
bixxx-A=& c E F”QI;‘, x( log A) = F”. 
Note c is welI defined up to a closed form in F”, and we may suppose Im((2zi)“c) 
is closed. Since H2n-1(X~X-A)=H2n-1(X~X)=FnH2n-1@~~H2n-~, we can 
fy c by a closed form in F” such that Im((27ri)“c) =du. Since c is now well 
ed up to de, eE F” we see that M is well defined up to the sum of a closed 
a form wit ge decomposition having no piece of type (n - 1, n - 1). 
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It will s,uffice, in order to prove 3.10 to shoi+f 
[A,B),=-211 u 
s 
(3.11) 
LAXB 
Indeed, b, c, and u can be taken to be invariant under (x1, ~&+(+, x1). 
Let, as in (3.10.1), 
‘, (27ri)l -dcj. 
Thus it will suffice to show (27ri)1-d~‘= IV& Clearly, C’E FnFd+’ and c’=(-1)“~. 
It thus will suffice to show [(2Tci)’ -do’] = [B] E Hzd-*( IB I). This boils down to 
being able to show 
(27ri)“-d+ ’ = lim (27ri)l -dc 
E-+0 E(P)XB 
where E(P) is the e-sphere in the normal bundle to IB 1 in X at a smooth point y. 
Let B be the closed ball about p on B of radius 2, and let U,(p) be the normal ball 
about p, SO &(p)=XJ,(p). Then E(P) x(B- B,)=a(U,(p) x (B- BE))+ U,(p) xaB,. 
In particular 
In the limit the m!ddle term on the right vanishes because b is everywhere regular 
so the desired equality becomes 
(3.12) 
But there exists a chain CE supported in the solid normal ball D, about (p, p) in 
XxX-d of radius 5~ such that aCE = a& - (e(p) x B+ U,(p) x aBE). Thus the 
right side in (3.12) can be written 
y[‘,,c--{,b]. 
L L 
Since b is regular on XXX, the second term is 0 in the limit, so we are reduced to 
showing 
, 
(2) \ 7ri n = c. 
c ag 
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We can take Z& to lie in a transversal slice through (p, p) to A in X x X and restrict 
b and c to the slice, reducing us to the case [B] = point on a variety of dimension 
II. The assertion in this case is well known. 
We are now justified in using symmetric notation and writing 
(4 B), = [A, B),. (3.12) 
4. The global pairing 
Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n defined over a number field 
k. Associated to a bounded complex of coherent sheaves F’ on X with 
codim supp W(F’ ) = n -p + 1 and ch(F’ ) = 0 in cohomology in degrees 5 n -p + 1 
we ha*:e extensions (1.13) at non-archimedean places 
Wk~@Q-+E(F’, k,; p)--CW’(X,)@Q+O, 
Define IV’(&) to be cvcles cohomologically equivalent 
be defined so as to give 
O-+k,*@Q+E”(F’, k,; p)-+Ap(Xu),+O. 
o 0 in CHP and let E'cE 
Similar sequences exist, of course over k itself. We may assume X and F’ have 
models defined over the complement of some finite set S of primes, and if u $ S, we 
define 
I?(F’, rr,,; p) = E”(Fo, k,; p) = Im(FPE(F’, fl,,)--+E(F’, k,; P>), 
E”(F’, Akf; p) = lim n E(F’, k,; p) X n E(F', &; pjs 
T>SVET V@T 
Finally for w archimedean, we have by (3.2) 
Define 
E’(F’, A,; p) = E’(F’, A{; p) x n J;{F’, k&. 
u arch. 
There is a diagram 
-+~P(&)OQ +O 
I 
(A p(X x A;) x n 
u arch. 
J$(k& - 0 
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The diagram commutes by (2.6), (2.13), and the discussion below (3.9). We obtain 
therefore a map [F’, ) : A p(Xk)--+ IR. The symmetry results established for the local 
pairings show this map depends only on the class of ch(F’) in Anept I(&) so we 
get the desired pairing 
(The factor [k : Q] is inserted so the resulting pairing is invariant under constant field 
extension.) 
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